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ABSTRACT
Data lineage and data provenance are key to the manage-
ment of scientific data. Not knowing the exact provenance
and processing pipeline used to produce a derived data set
often renders the data set useless from a scientific point of
view. On the positive side, capturing provenance informa-
tion is facilitated by the widespread use of workflow tools for
processing scientific data. The workflow process describes all
the steps involved in producing a given data set and, hence,
captures its lineage. On the negative side, efficiently storing
and querying workflow based data lineage is not trivial. All
existing solutions use recursive queries and even recursive ta-
bles to represent the workflows. Such solutions do not scale
and are rather inefficient. In this paper we propose an alter-
native approach to storing lineage information captured as a
workflow process. We use a space and query efficient inter-
val representation for dependency graphs and show how to
transform arbitrary workflow processes into graphs that can
be stored using such representation. We also characterize
the problem in terms of its overall complexity and provide
a comprehensive performance evaluation of the approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data lineage and data provenance have been identified as

a major problem in the management of scientific data. The
problem has become more acute as scientists increasingly
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use computational means to produce derived data sets [6, 7,
8, 10, 22, 29, 39].

Without lineage information, a data set is often useless
from a scientific point of view. The question is then how to
capture the lineage information of a data set, how to store
it efficiently, and how to allow queries over it. The first part
of the problem, capturing the lineage information, has been
made substantially easier by the widespread use of workflow
tools to describe scientific computations [3, 24, 25, 34]. The
workflow process describes what steps were used to produce
a particular data set and, hence, can be used to trace the
lineage of a data set. Unfortunately, there are no efficient
ways to store and query workflow based lineage information.
Existing proposals, e.g., Trio [1] and GridDB [19] use recur-
sive queries to retrieve the lineage of a data set. Such an
approach does neither scale for large workflow processes nor
for large collections of data sets.

From our experience working with scientists in biology [2]
and astrophysics [32, 33], it is clear that obtaining the basic
lineage is not enough. Scientists are interested in answering
queries such as “What algorithms were used to derive this
data set?”, “Which data sets have been produced with this
algorithm?”, “What data sets have been derived from this
data set?”, and so on. While these queries are related to
the basic lineage information, being able to answer all of
them efficiently requires to have an efficient way to store
and query the provenance of every data set.

In this paper we show that existing approaches to storing
lineage information do not scale. We also show that work-
flows with a tree structure produce lineage dependencies
that can be very efficiently stored and queried using inter-
val encoding [17]. We then analyze the problem of encoding
general workflow graphs. We first characterize the problem
and show that the number of dimensions for the encoding
depends on the structure of the graph. This makes it impos-
sible to use a single encoding for arbitrary graphs. However,
we need to use a single encoding to be able to store the in-
formation in a relational database. Thus, we then proceed
to explore the problem of transforming arbitrary workflow
graphs into tree-like graphs amenable to interval encoding.

In the paper we provide the transformation algorithms,
discuss how to optimize the transformation procedure, and
present an extensive collection of experiments that evaluate
our approach using random graphs and a set of represen-
tative scientific workflows. The experiments show that our
approach is more efficient than existing techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we study the problem of storing the transitive closure of di-
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rected acyclic graphs in relational DBMSs (Section 2). We
then show that current solutions do not scale well for large
graphs and propose to use interval encoding instead. We
then show the limited applicability of this approach for ar-
bitrary DAGs (Section 3) and discuss how to transform ar-
bitrary graphs into interval encodable graphs (Section 4).
We evaluate the approach (Sections 5, 6, 7), present related
work (Section 8) and conclude with a discussion of the re-
sults presented (Section 9).

2. WORKFLOW BASED DATA LINEAGE

2.1 Workflow Model
Workflows are widely used in scientific applications [4, 9,

16, 20, 27, 28, 30]. Workflows orchestrate the execution of
tasks by means of a graph that defines the control and data
flow between those tasks. A workflow takes a collection of
data sets as input and produces a collection of data sets
as output. The tasks also take data sets as input and pro-
duce data sets as output. The dependencies between tasks
and data sets are determined by the control and data flow
described as part of the workflow process. Therefore, the
lineage of a data set can be determined by tracing back how
it was produced using the corresponding workflow.

For the purposes of this paper we treat workflows as di-
rected acyclic graphs (DAGs). Although some workflow
tools allow cycles, any execution of a workflow process can
be represented as a DAG by unrolling the loops. In this
paper we assume that this is always the case. The nodes of
the DAG represent tasks and data sets. The edges repre-
sent dependencies between them. A directed edge will point
from a task to a data set if it the data set is an output of the
task, and from a data set to a task if the data set is used as
input to the task. This completely captures all dependen-
cies between tasks and data sets, and between data sets and
data sets.

The lineage information induced by the DAG is the tran-
sitive closure of all dependencies. Hence, from here on we
treat the problem of storing and querying the lineage infor-
mation as the problem of storing and querying the transitive
closure of the dependency graph.

For the experimental setup used in the remainder of this
section please refer to Section 5. Deviations from this setup
are explained in the text.

2.2 Lineage Using Recursive Queries
Systems like Trio and GridDB use recursive queries to re-

trieve lineage information. The dependencies between data
sets are stored using a relation with two attributes of the
form Dependency(parent id, child id). To find the lineage
of a data set, the query recursively asks for the parents of
the data set, the parents of the parents, and so on.

We have assessed the performance of this approach by
measuring the time it takes to retrieve the lineage of a leaf
node of a randomly generated DAG (between 5 and 100
nodes and random edges). The experiments were carried out
using a Postgres DBMS and, because of the lack for support
for recursive queries, stored procedures querying the rela-
tions recursively were used. The results are shown in Figure
1 (a), where the time to obtain the lineage information is
plotted against the the number of nodes in the dependency
graph.

The time it takes to execute recursive queries is linear with

the number of paths in the graph. For small graphs, with
less than 30 nodes, the response time grows slowly. Beyond
30 nodes, however, the query time becomes unpredictable,
growing exponentially high - in some cases up to 3 seconds
per query. This behavior, combined with the linear growth
in query time with the number of paths in the graph, makes
recursive queries unsuitable for exploring the lineage of large
scientific workflows.

2.3 Lineage Using All Paths
Recursive queries minimize the amount of information to

store at the cost of longer query running times. The other
extreme would be to trade space for speed and store all
paths in the DAG so that the query only needs to retrieve
the corresponding paths. Finding all paths in a directed
acyclic graph amounts to topologically sorting the graph.
This can be done in linear time or, more precisely, for a
graph G = (V, E), in O(|V | + |E|). A topological sort of
the graph will yield all total orders, which is equivalent to
all paths P through the graph. This can be done offline
and needs to be done only once for every workflow, so the
cost is amortized over time. An efficient way of storing all
paths is based on the observation that since the path pi is a
total order, each element/data set e ∈ pi for pi ∈ P can be
assigned an integer denoting the position o on pi. The triples
e, i and o are stored in a relation Paths(path id, node id,
order no). The query to retrieve the lineage of a data set
given the data set ID nid is as follows:

SELECT pt2.node_id

FROM Paths pt1, Paths pt2

WHERE pt1.node_id = nid AND

pt1.path_id = pt2.path_id AND

pt1.order_no > pt2.order_no

The query selects all the paths that contain a given node
n, retrieves all the nodes found on those paths and filters
over the order, such that only elements occurring before n
on those paths are returned.

We evaluate the performance of this approach using a col-
lection of random DAGs. The results are shown in Figure 1
(b) where the time to obtain the lineage information is plot-
ted against the number of nodes in the dependency graph.
As the figure shows, the path approach scales better than
recursive queries. However, in Figure 1 (c) we show the num-
ber of tuples required to store all paths against the number
of nodes in the graph. Storing all paths may lead to a large
storage overhead. If several thousand workflow executions
need to be stored, these large numbers can become prob-
lematic by degrading performance.

2.4 Lineage Over Interval Tree Encoding
The results of these initial experiments indicate that the

two techniques examined represent two extremes. Recursive
queries require little space but can be very slow. Storing all
paths leads to faster queries but the storage requirements
grow too large. Clearly, an alternative is needed. Encoding
the transitive closure of a tree to store it in a database and
retrieve it efficiently has already been used in several appli-
cations [12, 23, 35] with the basic idea stemming from [17].
The approach uses one-dimensional intervals over the natu-
ral numbers to represent nodes in the tree. If a node n1 is a
predecessor of another node n2, the interval representing n1
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Figure 1: Response time for (a) recursive queries and (b) queries over all paths for random graphs. Storage
space required for the all paths approach (c).

must enclose the interval representing n2. More formally, a
node ni is represented as an interval (li, ri). Then:

• n1 is a predecessor of n2 ⇔ l1 < l2 and r1 > r2;

• n2 is a predecessor of n1 ⇔ l2 < l1 and r2 > r1;

• n1 and n2 are unrelated ⇔ (l1 > l2 ∧ r1 > r2) or
(l1 < l2 ∧ r1 < r2).

All successors of a node can be determined by finding all
the intervals that include the interval of the node. Simi-
larly, all predecessors (e.g., the lineage) can be determined
by finding all the intervals that enclose the interval of this
node. We store this information in a relation of the form
TC(node id, left, right). The query for determining the lin-
eage of a node with node id nid then is:

SELECT tc2.node_id

FROM TC AS tc1, TC AS tc2

WHERE tc1.node_id = nid AND

tc2.left < tc1.left AND

tc1.right < tc2.right

Unfortunately, tree encoding cannot be used on arbitrary
DAGs. Hence we cannot compare it directly with the other
two techniques. We have nevertheless performed an experi-
ment on randomly generated trees with between 5 and 100
nodes. The results of finding the lineage of a leaf in the
tree are shown in Figure 2. The result, compared with the
previous results, is that the running time is very stable in-
dependently of the size of the tree and the overhead is ac-
tually very low compared to the times for recursive queries
or queries over all paths. Such is the behavior that we aim
to achieve when encoding arbitrary DAGs.

3. ENCODING DAGS WITH INTERVALS

3.1 Overview
Arbitrary DAGs cannot always be encoded using one-

dimensional intervals. This can be easily illustrated with
the example DAG depicted in Figure 3. The intervals rep-
resenting nodes A, B, and C must have overlapping regions
because they have common successors. No matter how the
intervals are arranged, one of the intervals for D, E, or F
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Figure 2: Response time for queries for a tree stored
with the directed tree encoding.

will end up having a predecessor that does not exist in the
real graph.

This can be formally proven, however, here we just outline
the proof. For the intervals A, B, and C to overlap, but not
enclose each other, there is one intersection between two of
these intervals that will always be completely enclosed by
the third interval. Hence, intervals in that intersection will
be successors of the first two intervals but also of the third.
There is no possibility to have successors of the two intervals
that are not also successors of the third.

The graph of Figure 3 can be encoded by using two-
dimensional intervals (rectangles in the plane) instead of
one-dimensional intervals. However, if we use rectangles
in the plane, there are instances where the same situation
arises in two dimensions. Given any number of dimensions,
one can always come up with a graph that needs more di-
mensions to be encoded. In what follows, we explore the
problem more formally.

3.2 Graph Encoding
The problem of encoding dependency graphs has been ex-

tensively studied in the literature.
The set of directed acyclic graphs that can be encoded

with intervals is called the class of interval containment
graphs [18]. More generally, the family of graphs that can
be encoded with d-dimensional objects in Euclidean space
is called containment graphs.
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Figure 3: The graph (left) can not be encoded with
intervals: with the only two interval assignments in
which IA&IB and IB&IC can have common succes-
sors, IA&IC can not have common successors (mid-
dle) and all common successors of IA&IC must also
be successor of IB (right).

The number of dimensions needed to encode a graph can
be determined from the structure of the graph. A directed
acyclic graph G = (V, E) represents a partially ordered set
(poset) P of the nodes V of G: P = (V, <). In the poset P ,
i, j ∈ V are comparable (i < j) if [i, j] ∈ E or [j, i] ∈ E. In
other words, two nodes i and j are comparable if G contains
a directed path from i to j or from j to i. Otherwise, if
neither [i, j] /∈ E nor [j, i] /∈ E, i.e., no path linking them
exists in G, then i and j are incomparable. The dimension
of a poset is defined as the minimum size k of the realizer
of P , where the realizer is a collection of linear orders L1 =
(V, <1), ..., Lk = (V, <k) such that x < y if x <i y ∀i, or

P =
⋂k

i=1 Li [13]. The number of dimensions necessary to
encode the graph is a function of the dimension of the poset
of the graph [15] as follows:

• if the dimension of the poset is at most 2, then the
dimension d of the objects required to represent G is
1, meaning that G can be represented by intervals on
the line (i.e., one-dimensional intervals) [14].

• if the dimension of the poset represented by G is at
most 2d, then the objects required to represent G are
boxes in d-dimensional Euclidean space [15].

From here it follows that there is no encoding with a fixed
number of dimensions that can perfectly encode arbitrary
DAGs. For trees, the poset has dimension 2 [40]. This is
why a tree can be encoded with intervals in one-dimensional
space.

3.3 Related Complexity Results
Testing if the dimension of a poset is no bigger than 2 can

be solved in polynomial time [41]. The problem of deter-
mining the dimension of a poset bigger than 2, however, is
NP-complete [15].

Testing whether the dimension of the poset is 2 can be
done by testing whether the incomparability graph IG =
(V, EIG) of G = (V, E) is transitively orientable [41]. The
incomparability graph IG can be derived from G by adding
to EIG an undirected edge if x, y ∈ V are not comparable,
i.e., if x, y do not have any predecessor/successor relation-
ship. Testing whether a graph is transitively orientable can
be done in polynomial time [26] or even in linear time [21].

Determining if a given graph is an interval containment
graph, and can therefore be encoded with intervals on the
line, can also be determined by finding forbidden subgraphs.
If a graph contains any induced subgraph of a known set
(defined in [31, 36]) then it is not an interval containment

graph. The set of forbidden subgraphs is limited to a small
number of graphs. One strategy for transforming an arbi-
trary graph into a graph with a poset of dimension 2 is to de-
tect any forbidden subgraphs it might contain and transform
the forbidden subgraphs into subgraphs of poset dimension
2 while maintaining the transitive closure. Unfortunately,
detecting forbidden subgraphs is related to the problem of
subgraph isomorphism which is NP-complete [37].

4. TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM
Our goal is to come up with a transformation algorithm

that takes an arbitrary DAG as input and outputs an equiv-
alent DAG (with the same transitive closure) that can be
encoded with one-dimensional intervals. A brute force ap-
proach is to take the DAG and transform it into a tree by
duplicating nodes. The result is an optimized version of
the “all paths” approach (the optimization arises from not
having to replicate common subpaths). Yet the behavior is
similar to storing all the paths. We can also not just re-
place the forbidden subgraphs with tree structures because
finding them is NP-complete.

What we can do, however, is to determine whether a sub-
graph has a poset of dimension 2 or higher. Thus, we can
take the original DAG, find its incomparability graph, de-
termine the independent subgraphs of the incomparability
graph, and check for each one of those subgraphs whether
they are transitively orientable (which can be done in poly-
nomial time, see above). If they are, they can be encoded
with intervals. If they are not, their corresponding subgraph
in the DAG needs to be transformed. Note that this is not
the same as finding induced forbidden subgraphs (which is
NP-complete as indicated above).

Each of the identified problematic subgraphs of the DAG
is transformed into a tree through node duplication. Opti-
mizations are applied to minimize the space overhead gener-
ated by node duplication. The trees are then glued back into
the original graph. Once the transformation is complete, we
proceed with the interval encoding.

The process is summarized in Algorithm 1. In what fol-
lows we describe in detail how the algorithm works by ex-
plaining each one of its functions: computing the incompa-
rability graph, finding independent subgraphs, testing for
transitive orientability, transformation to a tree and opti-
mizations. We also describe how the encoding works.

Algorithm 1 High-level view of the algorithm used to re-
duce the dimension of an arbitrary DAG.

Algorithm: Transformation Algorithm

Input: graph: input DAG
Graph icgraph = computeIncomparabilityGraph(graph)1

foreach subgraph in independentSubgraphs(icgraph) do2

if dimension(subgraph) > 2 then3

optimize(subgraph)4

transformToTree(subgraph)5

end6

end7

4.1 computeIncomparabilityGraph(graph)
The incomparability graph IG has the same set of nodes

as G, VIG = V , but has a different set of edges EIG: if
two nodes v1, v2 ∈ V have no transitive relation, then the
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Figure 4: The incomparability graph (middle) for a
graph (left) and a possible transitive orientation of
the incomparability graph (right).

undirected edge (v1, v2) ∈ EIG. This means in particular
that if v1 and v2 do not share a path, i.e., they are not part
of the same total order over E (and hence not comparable
in the partial order defined by G), then they are connected
through an undirected edge in EIG. Figure 4 (left) depicts
a graph G and its corresponding incomparability graph IG

(middle).
To compute IG efficiently, the algorithm uses a |V | /2 ×
|V | /2 matrix C of booleans. C[i, j] is true if there is a path
between vi and vj ∀i < j. The matrix can be computed by
traversing the graph in O(|V | + |E|). Computing IG from
the matrix C only requires one pass over C and adding an
undirected edge (vi, vj) to EIG if C[i, j] is false. This is done
in O(|V |2).

4.2 independentSubgraphs(icgraph)
The graph IG may contain several subgraphs not con-

nected to each other. Such an example is shown in Figure
4 (middle). These situations arise very often in real work-
flows. For instance when there are tasks that are in all pos-
sible paths (e.g., a start task like task A in Figure 4). The
same situation arises at synchronization points for parallel
threads (e.g., task G in Figure 4).

How these independent subgraphs arise can be illustrated
using the example in Figure 4.

Assume there is a node s contained on all execution paths
such that each other node v ∈ V on each execution path,
and total order is either s < v or v < s. Consider two
sets A and B. B contains all nodes v ∈ V which satisfy
s < v in all total orders over G. A contains all nodes v ∈ V
which satisfy v < s in all total orders over G. Note that
A∩B = ∅, as all nodes v ∈ V are either before or after s on
all execution paths. All nodes v ∈ A are on a path through
s. Thus in IG there will not be any edge between any of the
nodes in A and s as they are comparable in G. The same
applies to B and s. Because every node in A reaches s and
s reaches all the nodes in B, there will be no edges between
nodes in A and nodes in B. Hence A, B and s result in
independent subgraphs of the incomparability graph. This
is the situation induced by node G in Figure 4.

Finding such subgraphs in IG is important as they can be
treated independently in determining their dimension and
also in the reduction of their dimension as will be shown
later. The independent subgraphs of IG are identified by
traversing IG starting at each source (node with in-degree
0) and visiting all nodes which are connected to the source.
This is done by traversing the graph in O(|V |+ |E|).

Algorithm 2 Transitively orient an undirected graph.

Algorithm: Orient Transitively

Input: undirected subgraph of GSIG = (VSIG, ESIG)

Output: �EIG: set of directed edges
�EIG ← ∅1

choose arbitrary edge ∈ ESIG, remove edge from ESIG2

direct edge arbitrarily: (u, v), add edge to �ESIG3

repeat4

test if any edge incident to edge in ESIG with (v, w),5

assign to Iv

test if any edge incident to edge in ESIG with (t, u),6

assign to Iu

if Iv = Iu = ∅ ∧ESIG 	= ∅ then7

choose arbitrary edge ∈ ESIG8

remove edge from ESIG9

end10

foreach incident ∈ Iv do11

if (u, w) /∈ ESIG then12

direct incident (w, v), add to �ESIG13

remove incident from ESIG14

end15

end16

foreach incident ∈ Iu do17

if (t, v) /∈ ESIG then18

direct incident (u, t), add to �ESIG19

remove incident from ESIG20

end21

end22

until ESIG = ∅ ;23

4.3 dimension(cluster)
Each independent subgraph of the incomparability graph

IG is tested separately. If the dimension of the partially
ordered set represented by G is no higher than 2, then the
incomparability graph IG is transitively orientable. IG is
transitively orientable if for each edge in EIG, a direction
can be assigned such that all directions of the edges satisfy
transitivity, i.e., if the directed edges (u, v) and (v, w) ∈ �EIG

then there must also be a directed edge (u, w) in �EIG.
Clearly, if IG contains several independent subgraphs, the

dimension of each of these subgraphs can be tested sepa-
rately: as no undirected edge connects any two nodes of
two independent subgraphs, each of the subgraphs must be
transitively orientable for the entire graph to be transitively
orientable. If one subgraph is not transitively orientable,
only the dimension of this subgraph needs to be reduced.
Then the subgraph becomes transitively orientable and, if
this is the case for all subgraphs, the whole graph becomes
transitively orientable as well.

We use a polynomial time algorithm to test if a subgraph
is transitively orientable [26]. Given an undirected subgraph
GSIG = (VSIG, ESIG) of IG, the algorithm randomly picks
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an undirected edge e ∈ ESIG, removes e from ESIG, directs
it arbitrarily and adds �e to a set of directed edges called

�ESIG. It then tries to direct as many edges as possible by
taking an edge �e out of �ESIG and directing all undirected
edges e ∈ ESIG incident to the source or destination of �e.
The incident edges are directed such that giving each inci-
dent edge a direction will not violate the transitivity prop-
erty. This means for a directed edge �e = (u, v), that if

an edge f incident to v is directed such that �f = (v, w)
then there must also exist an edge g which can be directed
�g = (u, w) in order to maintain the transitivity property.

Otherwise, f must be directed such that �f = (w, v).
More formally, the edges incident to a directed edge �e =

(u, v) are directed according to the following rule: an undi-
rected edge d = (t, u) incident to the source u of �e, is directed

such that �d = (u, t) and added to �ESIG, if (t, v) /∈ ESIG.

This leaves the two directed edges �d = (u, t) and �e = (u, v).

If the edges were directed �d = (t, u) and �e = (u, v) or
�d = (u, t) and �e = (v, u) then ESIG would be required to
contain an edge f = (t, v) (which would be required to be
directed accordingly in order to maintain transitivity). The
edges incident to the destination of �e are directed using the
same rule. The newly directed edges are removed from ESIG

and added to �ESIG.
The algorithm directs edges according to this rule as long

as there are undirected edges in ESIG and as long as there
are directed edges in �ESIG with undirected edges incident
to either their source or destination. Once no such edges
are left in �ESIG, a random edge is chosen from ESIG and is
directed arbitrarily. The algorithm then again continues to
direct the edges using the same rule.

The procedure is sketched in Algorithm 2. The algorithm
finishes once all edges are directed. What follows is a test of
the transitivity of the graph defined by (V, �ESIG). For this,

all edges �e = (u, v) ∈ �ESIG are tested iteratively. Particu-

larly, given �e, if there exists a �f = (v, w), then �ESIG must
also contain a directed edge (u, w). If this is not the case for

all �e ∈ �ESIG then (V, �ESIG) is not transitively orientable.

4.4 optimize(cluster)
It is possible that within an independent subgraph of the

incomparability graph that is not transitively orientable,
there are parts that can be encoded. Consider, as an ex-
ample, the shaded subgraph of the graph in Figure 5 (left).
Such a subgraph is a common pattern in workflows that
execute sets of parallel tasks [38]. The graph as a whole
cannot be encoded, but the shaded subgraph can as it is of
dimension 2. There are many workflow patterns that share
this property of being of dimension 2 and which therefore
do not need to be transformed into a tree (e.g., a sequen-
tial chain of tasks). However they might be embedded into
larger graphs that cannot be encoded. An obvious optimiza-
tion is to detect these patterns before proceeding with the
transformation of the whole graph into a tree.

Instead of trying to detect patterns, the algorithm iden-
tifies subgraphs and tests for their dimension. If the di-
mension is no higher than 2, then the subgraph does not
need to be transformed. Then, in practice, the subgraphs
which do not need to be transformed are removed from the
graph and replaced with a placeholder node. The graph is
then converted and, after the transformation, the removed
subgraphs are put back in the graph.

The subgraphs to be identified by the algorithm have one
common property: they all contain two designated nodes of
which a first node i is the only node in the subgraph which
is the destination of edges outside the subgraph and the
second node o is the only node in the subgraph which is the
source of edges leading outside the subgraph. The subgraph
between i and o, SG is then tested for its dimension. If it
is of dimension higher than 2, then the subgraphs in SG are
again tested.

Finding the subgraphs with the property described above
is done by testing all possible pairs of nodes and checking
to see if they are on the same set of paths in O(|V |2). This
check can be done using the matrix C introduced in Section
4.1.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the transformation opti-
mization. The initial graph (left), the corresponding
transformed tree (middle) and the optimized trans-
formed tree (right).

4.5 transformToTree(cluster)
If an incomparability subgraph is not transitively orientable,

then the corresponding dependency subgraph needs to be
transformed into a tree while maintaining the transitive clo-
sure of the dependency subgraph. Algorithm 3 traverses the
subgraph and in case a node with an in-degree in greater
than 1 is visited, then this node will be copied in− 1 times.
For each of the copied nodes, also the outgoing edges of the
node are also copied. The in incoming edges of v will be
reconnected to the in − 1 copies and to the node. Recon-
necting the incoming edges to the copies ensures that each
of the resulting nodes has an in-degree of at most 1, thus
ensuring that the resulting graph is indeed a tree. Also, con-
necting each incoming edge of the node to a copy ensures
that the transitive closure is preserved. Figure 6 illustrates
how the algorithm works. The algorithm is equivalent to a
graph traversal, hence its complexity is O(|V |+ |E|).

The tree is inserted into the original graph by first remov-
ing all the nodes and edges of the problematic subgraph and
then gluing the tree in its place.

4.6 Interval Assignment
Subsequent to the graph transformation, each node in the

graph needs to be assigned an interval on the line. The
graph, which is going to be encoded, is the result of the
transformation algorithm discussed before and hence we can
assume that it is encodable with intervals, i.e. it represents
a poset of dimension 2.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm used to transform an arbitrary
DAG into a tree while maintaining the transitive closure.

Algorithm: Tree Transformation

Input: graph: directed subgraph of GS = (VSG, ESG)
foreach node ∈ VSG do1

if in-degree of node > 1 then2

foreach edge of all incoming edges - 1 of node do3

copy node4

set copy as destination of edge5

foreach edge of all outgoing edges of node do6

copy edge7

set copy as source of edge8

end9

end10

end11

end12

The interval assignment of such a graph can be determined
by using two linear extensions realizing the poset defined by
G. In order to compute two linear extensions, the transitive
orientation of the incomparability graph IG of graph G is
required. Since G has been modified, the transitive orien-
tation has to be computed again by using the procedures
described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.2.

Two linear extensions can then be computed by traversing
the graph from sources to sinks, visiting each node only
once its predecessors have been visited. If several nodes
are ready to be visited, they are by definition incomparable
and are visited in the order of the transitive orientation to
obtain the first linear extension. For the second extension,
the incomparable nodes are visited in the reverse order of the
transitive orientation. The intuition behind this is that in
one linear order the two incomparable nodes x, y must occur
x < y while in the other order they must occur y < x. The
case in which several nodes are ready to be visited occurs
if they have no predecessor/successor relationship. Hence
they are incomparable and therefore their order is defined
in the transitive orientation of the incomparability graph.

Assume two linear orders, L1, L2 realizing the partial or-
der P on the set of vertices V of graph G (the dimension of
the poset therefore is 2). L1 defines an order over V whereas
L2 defines an order over a copy of V called V in which the
elements are renamed, e.g., x becomes x. The two linear
orders are then appended such that L = L2 + L−1

1 , where
L−1

1 is simply the inverse of L1 such that if x, y ∈ V with
x < y ∈ L1, then y < x ∈ L−1

1 . L then has the following
properties:

• if two vertices x, y ∈ V are comparable and if x < y
(in L2) then y < x (in L−1

1 ) and vice versa. Hence in
this case in L: x < y < y < x.

• if two vertices x, y ∈ V are not comparable, then x < y
in L2 and x < y in L−1

1 (because it is y < x in L1) and
in this case in L: x < y < x < y.

L will then allow us to easily label all the nodes in the
graph. If two nodes x, y have a predecessor/successor rela-
tionship, they are comparable and in case they have no such
relationship they are not comparable. Assume each element
in L is labeled increasing from left to right, each node x will
be assigned the interval Ix = [x, x]. Then if two elements x, y

are comparable, they have a predecessor/successor relation-
ship and then, as discussed previously, L: x < y < y < x.
From the assignment of intervals follows that Ix will en-
close Iy. If x, y are not comparable, they have no prede-
cessor/successor relationship and, L: x < y < x < y. Ix

and Iy will therefore overlap. The semantic of Ix enclosing
Iy depends on the relation < used in the poset. If x < y
implies x is a predecessor of y, then Ix will enclose Iy and
vice versa.
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Figure 6: Illustration of the transformation of a
graph into a tree.

The complexity of computing the transitively oriented in-
comparability graph has been derived in Sections 4.1, 4.2
and 4.2. After transitively orienting G, all that is left to be
done in order to assign an interval for each node, is to tra-
verse the graph. The complexity of this step is O(|V |+ |E|).

5. EVALUATION SETUP
To demonstrate the feasibility and competitive advantage

of our approach, we have carried out experiments for two
classes of graphs, the first being random DAGs and the sec-
ond being a set of representative and interesting use cases
of scientific workflows.

For the evaluation of our approach we have performed
experiments to measure the overhead of the graph transfor-
mation and interval assignment. Additionally, we have also
measured the response time for a lineage query (the lineage
of a randomly selected leaf node) as well as the number of
tuples to be stored for a graph. We compare the numbers
obtained with the two other approaches, querying over all
paths and recursive queries.

The setup used was the same throughout all experiments:
two nodes in a cluster of Linux machines (dual Opteron 2.4
GHz machines with 2 GB memory) connected with a 1Gb/s
local area network were used. One node hosted a Postgres
8.2.1 database where the graph information was stored while
the other node hosted the client. The client performed the
calculations, the transformation of the graph as well as the
interval assignment, and issued all queries.

Random DAGs are not very realistic representations of
scientific workflows. Many optimizations we have proposed
do not apply, even though they are very common in real
workflows. Yet random graphs can be seen as a worst case
scenario for comparison purposes.

6. EVALUATION ON RANDOM DAGS
In a first set of experiments we generated random DAGs

and, if necessary, applied the transformation to them. The
resulting graph was assigned intervals for each node and was
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stored in the database. Each random DAG was assigned
a random number of nodes between 5 and 100 and each
node was assigned between 1 and 4 outgoing edges to other
randomly chosen nodes. The edges were assigned such that
the addition of an outgoing edge did not lead to a cycle in
the graph.

6.1 Preprocessing
In a first experiment we measured the overhead of trans-

forming the graph. For the all paths approach, this involves
computing all paths in the graph, whereas, in the case of
the interval encoding, this includes the graph transforma-
tion and the interval assignment. The recursive queries ap-
proach does not require any preprocessing: the relationships
or edges are directly stored in the database. Thus, we ex-
clude it from this comparison.

The time required to preprocess the graph in both ap-
proaches does not directly depend on the number of nodes
in the graph but rather on the structure of the graph. It can,
however, generally be assumed that the more nodes a graph
has, the more complex its structure is going to be (this is
particularly true for random DAGs). Figure 7 shows that
the time required for the preprocessing is generally higher
the more nodes a graph has. In general, the storing all
paths approach performs better than the interval encoding
approach. This is not surprising, given that the interval
encoding approach also needs to compute all paths in the
graph. Note, however, that the preprocessing is done offline
and only once, hence the overhead is acceptable.
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Figure 7: Time required to preprocess a random
DAG.

6.2 Querying
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the three approaches re-

garding response time. For each DAG, a query asking for

all predecessors of a leaf (e.g., the lineage of the node) was
issued.

Figure 8 (a) clearly indicates that the recursive approach
does not scale very well with graphs having an increasing
number of nodes. While in some cases the response time is
in line with the other two approaches, there are many cases
where the running time is much higher. Figure 8 (b) & (c)
illustrate the difference between our approach and storing
all paths. In the majority of cases, the interval encoding
approach clearly outperforms the storing all paths approach.

6.3 Storage Size
It is also important to measure the storage space required

by each approach. In this experiment we have therefore com-
pared how many tuples are required to store the transitive
closure information of the DAGs.

The number of tuples required to store the transitive clo-
sure in case of the recursive approach is equal to the number
of edges in the graph. Clearly, no other approach will re-
quire less tuples. In Figure 9 we compare the amount of
storage required by all paths and that required by interval
encoding.
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Figure 9: Storage space requirements.

As was to be expected, storing all paths in the graph
requires the largest number of tuples. The number of tuples
required roughly scales linear with the number of paths in
the graph. Our approach with the optimized transformation
into an encodable graph requires significantly less tuples to
store the transitive closure.

7. EVALUATION ON SCIENTIFIC WORK-
FLOWS

In the next series of experiments we compare the different
approaches using a set of real scientific workflows: fMRI,
Montage and EMAN (Figure 10). These three workflows
have interesting structures that make them particularly suit-
able for our experiments. The fMRI workflow serves as an
example of a small static acyclic workflow which makes use
of parallelism to speed up the computation. The EMAN
workflow iterates over a loop to improve the overall quality
of the result. By doing so, it leads to dependency graphs of
very large depth. The Montage workflow on the other hand
does not have the depth of the EMAN workflow, but it is
massively parallel.
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fMRI EMANMontage

Figure 10: Dependency graphs for three scientific
workflows: fMRI, Montage and EMAN (left to
right).

7.1 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI)

The functional magnetic resonance imaging workflow (fMRI)
[16] is used to process raw data of brain scans. It takes in
a first step the raw data, aligns it to a reference brain im-
age by reslicing it, averages over several scans executed with
different wavelengths, and finally slices along the x, y and
z dimensions. The structure is reasonably simple, with two
phases of parallel program executions, the first phase end-
ing at the averaging over all scans (where all execution paths
meet) and the second starting thereafter.

Although being the smallest workflow we use in the exper-
iments, it is not a simple workflow in terms of structure as
it has to be transformed (the first phase of the parallel pro-
gram executions). Thus, from the original size of 45 nodes,
it is transformed into a graph of 107 nodes. The increase,
however, is still modest in comparison, as the approach stor-
ing all paths would require 2496 tuples.

Figure 11 compares the response time (left) for a lineage
query over the fMRI workflow encoded using the three ap-
proaches. The interval encoding approach clearly outper-
forms the others, especially the recursive approach. As it is
shown in Figure 11 (right), the storing all paths approach

performs reasonably well regarding response time, but re-
quires twice the number of tuples. The preprocessing takes
46.27ms for interval encoding, 9.7ms for the storing all paths
approach and no time for the recursive approach.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the response time for
queries and time for the calculation for fMRI.

7.2 Astronomical Image Mosaic (Montage)
The Montage workflow [4] was developed as part of the

National Virtual Observatory (NVO), aiming at processing
raw instrument data or images from telescopes and assem-
bling them into a mosaic out of many (possibly hundreds)
pieces of data. The workflow runs through several stages,
starting by transferring the input files in parallel, reproject-
ing and fitting them into a common plane. The execution
paths of the workflow then converge in the background mod-
eling node, subsequently go through the background correc-
tion and finally through the assembly of the image stages in
parallel. The degree of parallelism of the phases before and
after the background modeling depends on the number of
input files to be processed. Smaller instances of the work-
flow typically assemble more than 40 input files, resulting in
40 parallel execution threads leading to a dependency graph
of more than 1000 nodes.
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Figure 12 (top) shows the space required by the different
approaches to store the transitive closure of the montage
workflow depending on the number of input files. Since
this workflow does not need transformation, both the re-
cursive approach and the interval encoding do not require
much space. The all paths approach requires considerably
more space and the space needed grows significantly with
the number of input files, making it unsuitable for this type
of workflow.
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Figure 12: Space requirements for the Montage
workflow (top) and response time (bottom).

Figure 12 (bottom) shows the response time as a function
of the number of input files processed. While the recur-
sive approach grows almost exponentially, the other two ap-
proaches grow linearly, interval encoding being clearly bet-
ter.

7.3 Electron Micrograph Analysis (EMAN)
The EMAN workflow [20, 30] processes thousands of mi-

crographs from electron microscopes, iteratively trying to
determine a macromolecular structure. The goal of the com-
putation is to fit individual micrographs of particles, like
viruses or proteins (ion channels) to a hypothetical 3D struc-
ture. More precisely, images of nanoscale molecules embed-
ded in ice are collected and are analyzed with an electron
microscope. A 3D model is then built using the EMAN
workflow. The workflow runs through several potentially
parallel stages and, depending on the resolution of the re-
quired 3D model, iterates through several refinement loops.

The structure of the workflow does not require any trans-

formation. Thus, in case of one iteration, the space required
to store the transitive closure is fairly small. Figure 13 (top)
compares the space required to store the transitive closure
of the three approaches depending on the number of iter-
ations of the refinement loop. As before, recursive queries
and interval encoding require constant space, while the space
required by the storing all paths approach grows exponen-
tially.
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Figure 13: Space requirements for the EMAN work-
flow (top) and response time (bottom).

Figure 13 (bottom) shows the response time for queries
using the different approaches with respect to the number
of iterations over the refinement loops.

Figure 13 clearly demonstrate the benefits of our approach.
The recursive approach does not require much space but its
performance is not acceptable as the complexity of the work-
flow increases. Storing all paths has acceptable performance,
but requires exponential growth in space as the complexity
of the workflow grows. Interval encoding requires very little
space for storage and has the best performance, indepen-
dently of the number of iterations and, hence, independently
of the size and complexity of the graph.

8. RELATED WORK
Although data lineage is an important problem, there is

surprisingly very little work done on efficiently storing and
querying lineage information.

The Trio [1] system is an extension of relational databases
to support uncertainty and lineage. It bases lineage storage
on methods described in [5] by storing the lineage informa-
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tion in additional tables. Retrieving the lineage information
is then done as described in [11] using recursive queries.

The GridDB [19] system aims at providing a data-centric
overlay for scientific Grid data analysis. Data is registered
and processed in GridDB, similar to it being processed by
workflows. Lineage information is stored during the exe-
cution in the same tables as are the files registered in the
system. For the purpose of retrieval of the lineage informa-
tion, GridDB also uses the recursive mechanisms described
in [11].

The interval encoding we use in this paper is described
in [17] and has already been used for storing the tree hier-
archy of XML documents [12, 23, 35].

9. CONCLUSIONS
The ability of tracking lineage is of paramount importance

for scientific applications. Without being able to track back
the origin of a given data set, no conclusive statement can
be made about it, rendering it virtually useless. Several
different systems have been implemented to track the lineage
of individual data sets, however, none of them focuses on the
efficient storage and retrieval of lineage information. They
instead use recursive queries, which do not scale for very
large workflows as we have shown in Section 2.

In this paper, we have presented an alternative approach
for storing the transitive closure of dependency graphs of
data sets and tasks. The new approach transforms, if nec-
essary, an arbitrary graph into an interval encodable graph
while maintaining the transitive closure, encodes it and stores
it in the database. As the evaluation in Sections 5, 6,
7 demonstrates, this encoding allows for very fast lineage
queries over the transitive closure for a wide range of work-
flow types without imposing an undue penalty in terms of
storage.
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